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 Highlights and New Features 
 

Summary 
We are pleased to confirm there is an upgrade to the INX SAM Suite V 6.3.13. Within this 
version the following features and fixes have been applied. 

 

Highlights 
 

 

 

New Features 
 

1. Workforce Report SRF320 Workflow Approval Time KPI has been enhanced to add 
additional filters in the application and columns in the report, i.e., ‘email addresses’ 
field and ‘approver type’ by field. 

 

 

 SRF241 Profile Change Audit report to include additional details 
Workforce Report SRF241 Profile Change Audit Report original template details is enhanced to 
include the Source of the profile change (i.e., SAM or Workflow) and an update to the date 
column which now displays Seconds in the time stamp. 
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 Improvements 
 

1. Improved the behaviour of SAM & WF Reschedule Warning messages where a Stop 
will be present if the change to a future booking affects current onsite bookings and 
a Warning if a reschedule overlaps future onsite bookings. [#14470] 
 

2. Workflow has been improved to include a parameter TransportNoShowOffset which 
gives the system admin the ability to only show the "Transport No Show checkboxes" 
where the transport date is for today or earlier, minus any offset entered.  

 
3. Workforce Report SRF242 Accommodation Arrivals report has been improved to 

generate a report regardless of Arrival bookings on the day and the template is 
enhanced to include additional details to match SAM Accommodation report. 
[#27288] 

 
4. An improvement has been made to SAM where the profile extension field for multi-

line has been increased to 1000 characters for a SAM Profile. [#27143] 
 
5. An improvement has been made to Workforce Report SRF276 Locker Allocations to 

display the locker allocated recently in the report and enhanced to include the 
unallocated lockers between a date range. [#27211] 

 
6. An improvement has been made to Workforce Report SRF163 Arrivals Departures to 

display the Previous Shift Status from Report Date -1 day and updated Tabs and 
Headers of the report within both [ADR] & [DMR] templates. [#27170] 

 
7. An improvement has been made to SAM to include External and Multi Sector 

transports links within the Dashboard Transport Quick Links. [#27030] 
 
8. An improvement has been made to SAM Event Management error message when 

selecting a room for an event if the room is no longer available. [#27046] 
 
9. Workflow Folio has been improved to enable a user to create a change shift request 

for a person who has no future bookings. 
 
10.  An improvement has been made to Workflow Folio email notifications to include a 

new column for the Next Travel information for those who have bookings cancelled 
or for any other request. [#27016] 

 
11.  Links to the SAM profile from the multi-function pages such as accommodation 

arrivals will now open the full SAM profile in a new tab. 
 

12. A new parameter CleanMasterRoomVacateType is introduced to generate a vacate 
clean when a person departs from a master room to virtual room regardless of a new 
arrival.[#27242] 

https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14470
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27288
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27143
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27211
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27170
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27030
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27046
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27016
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27242
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 Fixes 
 

1. Fixed an issue in AFT Workflow integration where repeated confirmation popup was 
blocking the document from processing. [#14116] 
 

2. Fixed an issue in Workflow where the reason for travel does not update when cloning a 
workflow document. [#14490] 

 
3. Fixed an issue in Workflow where the users were getting error when they used their 

work email address. [#14251] 
 
4. Fixed an issue in Workflow where the search by Request# was conflicting with 

AssignedTo and ApprovalType criteria. [#14176] 
 
5. Fixed an issue in SAM where the cleaning roster and the profile completion process was 

creating a duplicate Termination Clean. [#26006] [#26951] 
 
6. Fixed an issue in SAM where the sorting of a completed resource grid caused an 

exception, and the Camp/Room column could be incorrectly empty. 
 
7. Fixed an issue in Workforce Report SRF306 Nightly Audit Run where the night audit 

report was returning a mismatch error. [#27222] 
 
8. Fixed an issue in Workflow where a Roster preview for a new profile was throwing an 

Exception error. [#27229] 
 
9. Fixed an issue in SAM and Workflow where a profile could have a completion date prior 

to commencement date. [#27229] 
 
10. Fixed an issue in Workflow where My Travel, My Requests and My Tasks buttons on the 

Task panel search have been improved to default the search date range. [#27221] 
 
11. Fixed an issue in SAM where a profile was not updating for a booking range with change 

to Booking Attributes. [#27232] 
 
12. Fixed an issue in Workforce Report SRF306 Nightly Audit Run where incorrect Roster 

Extension Error Code was displayed in SRF306. [#27222] 
 
13. Fixed an issue in SAM where the system was displaying an error message incorrectly 

when a resource is moved to another room. [#23295] 

 

 

https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14116
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14490
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14251
https://inxsoftware.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/14176
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/26006
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/26951
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27222
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27229
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27229
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27221
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27232
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/27222
https://osmotion.zendesk.com/agent/tickets/23295
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